
 

Stripes can help prey stay hidden on the
move, our new research reveals

October 29 2019, by Jenny Read and Candy Rowe

  
 

  

Credit: Boris Smokrovic/Unsplash, CC BY-SA

For prey in the animal kingdom, one wrong move can mean death.
Species have evolved camouflage to blend into their environment – some
moths may share the colour of the tree bark they rest on while a lizard
might resemble the sandy yellow of its desert home. But what about
when these animals need to dart out from cover? How can they keep
their camouflage when on the move?
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https://unsplash.com/photos/6wx3v6Mkak0
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://phys.org/news/2012-07-camouflage-moths-secrets-invisibility-revealed.html
https://phys.org/news/2012-07-camouflage-moths-secrets-invisibility-revealed.html
https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/lizards-camouflage-themselves-by-choosing-rocks-that-best-match-the-colour-of-their-backs


 

A biologist called Harvey Pough stumbled on a possible answer 40 years
ago. While studying northern water snakes, Pough noticed that their
usually stripey pattern vanished when they moved and they instead
appeared uniform brown. This made it much harder to pick them out
against their rocky background.

Pough realised that the snakes were moving so fast that their light and
dark stripes alternated faster than his eyes and brain could separate them.
He suggested that this was no accident, but had evolved to help 
camouflage the snakes and hide them from their predators.

The trouble is, Pough didn't have any empirical proof that the blurring of
the stripes helped the snakes. Perhaps there was no advantage, and the
blurring was just a coincidence. We decided to settle the question and
test whether stripes provide camouflage to moving prey using a famously
efficient predator—the praying mantis.

Fast and stripey wins the race

We put our mantids in front of a computer screen which showed
animated "bugs" scuttling across a textured background. Our bugs had
various patterns (see image below), including high contrast stripes but
also patterns that matched their backgrounds to different degrees. When
the mantids turned their heads to look at the bug, we knew they had
spotted it. But at other times, the mantids showed no signs of noticing
the bug. In this way, we could see which patterns were best at helping
prey evade detection.
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/1443823?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
https://phys.org/tags/camouflage/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0960982219309522


 

  

A northern water snake lying low in Ontario, Canada. Credit: Big Iron/Wikipedia
, CC BY-SA
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/57/NorthernWaterSnake23.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


 

  

Animated bugs passed across the centre of these three different backgrounds
while a praying mantis looked on. At high speeds, the stripey prey (centre) was
less visible to the mantis than the background-matching one (left). Credit:
Newcastle University, Author provided
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A praying mantis, sporting the colours of Newcastle United. Credit: Newcastle
University, Author provided

You might imagine that the best camouflage would be the bug that had
the exact same texture as the wider background, as shown in the left
panel above. These patterns—which replicate the surrounding
environment—work really well when animals don't move. But when they
do, mantids spotted them more often than they did the plain grey ones,
as shown in the right panel. That stands to reason—if your appearance
exactly matches your background, your movement instantly breaks the
mirage and helps predators zone in. Meanwhile, the plain grey bugs
lacked any defining features that might make them stand out.

We then tried stripey bugs, with the pattern in the centre panel. These
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https://phys.org/tags/animals/


 

stripes resemble the black-and-white strip of our local football team,
Newcastle United. As you'd expect, when moving slowly, these were
pretty visible. But when moving fast enough, the stripey bugs became as
well camouflaged as the grey ones, suggesting that their stripes had
blurred to featureless grey. At high speed, the moving stripey bugs were
even better camouflaged than stationary bugs that perfectly matched
their background.

So, stripes really can be good camouflage—if you're fast enough. But
animals may benefit from patterns for a host of other reasons. For
example, a bee could rely on its bright yellow-and-black stripes to warn
birds that it's bad to eat, while still appearing inconspicuous as it flies
fast past a lurking mantis. In this way, it gets the best of all worlds.

The key to staying hidden while moving is to go fast and rely on
camouflage that blurs well in motion. Peering into these little secrets of
nature can help explain the amazing diversity of patterns that enliven
scales, feathers and hides throughout the animal kingdom.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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